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Docket Nos. 50-329
50-330

Mr. S. H. Howell, Vice President
Consumers Power Company
212 West Michigan Avenue
Jackson, Michigan 49201

Dear Mr. Howell:

SUBJECT: REVISED SCHEDULE AND SUPPLEMENTAL REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION: PART 2

In continu ng our review of the FSAR for Midland Plant Units 1 & ~2,
we find that insufficient information has been provided for our review
to proceed with development of staff positions which had been scheduled
for issuance prior to this time.

The first part of our supplemental requests for information which we
require for developing our positions was provided by our letter of
August 30, 1978. The second part of our requests is provided by
Enclosure 1.

We have assessed the status of our review in conjunction with some
existing limitations on staff manpower resources. Our revised schedule
for Midland is provided in Enclosure 2. The revised schedule is generally
consistent with our preliminary schedule assessment during our meeting
of August 31, 1978.

Please contact us if you desire clarification or other discussions of I

these or previous information requests.

Sincerely,

\/> l
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'

Steven A. arga, Chi,ef
Light Water Reactors Branch No. 4
Division of Project Management

Enclosures:
As stated
cc: Listed on page 2 l
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tonsumers Power Company

ces:
Michael I. Miller, Esq.
Isham, Lincoln & Beale
Suite 4200
One First National Plaza,

Chicago, Illinois 60670

Judd L. Bacon, Esq.
Consumers Power Company
212 West Michigan Avenue
Jackson, Michigan 49201

Mr. Paul A. Perry
Secretary
Consumers Power Company
212 W. Michigan Avenue
Jackson, Michigan 49201

Myron M. Cherry, Esq.
One IBM Plaza
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Mary Sinclair

5711 Summerset Drive
Midland, Michigan 48640

Frank J. Kelley, Esq.
Attorney General
State of Michigan Environmental

Protection Division
720 Law Building
Lansing, Michigan 48913

Mr. Windell Marshall
Route 10
Midland, Michigan 48640
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ENCLOSURE 1

SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION (Ql's)

PART 2

MIDLAND PLANT UNITS 1 & 2

These requests for additional information are numbered such that the
three digits to the left of the decimal identify the technical review
branch and the numbers to the right of the decimal are the sequential
request numbers. The number in parenthesis indicates the relevant
section in the Safety Analysis Report. The initials RSP indicate the
request represents a regulatory staff position.

Branch Technical Positions referenced in tnese requests can be found
in " Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for
Nuclear Power Plants," NUREG-75/087.

- . . _ . .. . _ ., ,- . . . .- .-
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022-1

022.0 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS BRANCH

022.27 The response to request 022.4 regarding the containment-
(6.2) sump does not provide sufficient information relative to

alternative approaches considered. Provide the following
information to justify deviating from our position in-
Regulatory Guide 1.82:

1. Our position in paragraph C.1 of Regulatory Guide 1.82
states that two sumps should be provided to serve the ECCS
and CSS. Some other plants at your advanced stage of
construction have utilized a vertically placed plate
or screen in the sump design to physically partition
the sump and assure a continuation of recirculation flow
in the event a portion of the sump structure screening
is damaged. The plate or screen is designed to minimize
vortex formation. Discuss the technical consideration
given to this alternative to comply with our guide's
position. Also submit detail and arrangement drawings
which show your sump structure relative to suction
piping and potential for partition.

2. Our position in paragraph C.7 of Regulatory Guide 1.82
states that the coolant velocity at the inner screen should
be approximately 0.2 ft/sec, assuming 50% blockage of
the screen area. FSAR Section 6.2.2.1.2.2 states that
during maximum flow conditions, the velocity of
recirculated fluids reaching the inner screen is 0.5
ft/sec. Specify and justify the screen blockage assumed
in determining your velocity and provide justification
for any increase in velocity.

!
022.28 Your response to request 022.9, regarding diversity of parameters '

(6.2) sensed for the initiation of containment isolation, is

(7.3) unacceptable. It is our position that each automatic contain-
RSP ment isolation valve be capable of actuating from a diversity j

of parameters being sensed; e.g., each isolation valve that 1

actuates on RBIS-I (which currently' senses only containment
Ihigh pressure) should be capable of~ actuating on either containment

high pressure, low pressurizer level, dr some other diverse
carameter. , flodify your design and FSAR discussion to comply with
this position.

022.29 We find that your maximum external containment pressure due
(6.2) to the inadvertent actuation of the spray systems has not been

determined in a sufficiently conservative manner. A more
appropriate calculation would assume that the containment,
which is initially at the conditions stated in FSAR Table 6.2-7,
becomes saturated at the minimum BWST temperature of 40 F.
Therefore, revise your external containment pressure analysis
using these assumptions.

- . - -. .. . . . - , - - - . ._ - - ., - -- .-
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022-2

022.30 The following request is made in addition to (and not in lieu
(6.2) of) request 110.46. Your response to request 022.19 states

that the reactor cavity analyses sought by requests 022.2
and 022.18 are to be provided in a future amendment. -
Your response should also include the following:.

1. The reactor cavity analyses of FSAR Section.6.2
assumes a cold leg brea.k located in the shield wall
piping penetration. It does not appear that hot and
cold leg guillotine breaks at the reactor vessel
terminal ends (as postulated in FSAR Section 3.6)-
were assumed for the reactor cavity analyses. We require
that these breaks be analyzed to determine the worst
case in calculating peak pressures, load, and moments
in the reactor cavity analyses.

2. The reactor cavity nodalization drawings referenced
in FSAR Se: tion 6.2.1.2.3.2 are not adequate to verify
that all physical restrictions and ob,tructions have
been properly nodalized. Provide drawings as discussed
in request 022.2(d).

3. Clarify how insulation is treated for the subcompartment
analysis: Your response to request 022.2(g) states
that insulation is assumed to stay in place, but FSAR
Section 6. 2.1. 2. 2.1 states that insulation in the
reactor cavity is assumed to drop to the bottcm of the
cavity and block flow paths in this region.

4. FSAR Section 6. 2.1. 2. 2.1 discusses a shield plug
located on top of the reactor cavity. Discuss the
potential for the shield plug becoming a missile during
the reactor cavity transient. In addition, provide

drawings which show detailed views of the shield plug,
including its arrangement relative to surrounding
structures.

022.31 State the operating modes in which you plan to permit the
(9.4) reactorbuildinhpurcesystemtobecoerated It is our positimparticularly in regard

to use of the 4 inch lines of the system.(RSP)
that if this system is to operate during the startup, normal
operation, hot standby or hot shutdown, it should meet the
provisions of Branch Technical Position CSB 6-4, " Containment
Purgi:19 During Normal Plant Operations."

022.32 Your response to request 022.2, concerning the liner plate
(6.8) weld channel pressurization system is unacceptable. It is

RSP our position that if the liner plate weld channel pressuriza-
tion system detects leakage which is greater than the contain-
ment design leak rate, repairs must be made to reduce the
leak rate below design before resuming power operation.
Modify your position and discuss your plans to comply with
our position.

. - -. . . . _ . . . .
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022.33 It is our position tnat the penetration pressurization system
(6.8) shall not be used during the containment integrated leak
RSP rate tests (CILRT). The CILRT should be performed with the

accident differential pressure existing across the contain-
ment isolation barriers. Similarly, it is our position that -

the liner plate weld channels be vented to the containment
atmosphere during the CILRT. Discuss your intentions to
comply with these positions.

022.34 FSAR Section 6.2.6.1.2 states that the decay heat removal
(6.2) system, olant heatino system. and essential service water
RSP systems will not be vented and drained for the containment

integrated leak rate tests (CILRT) because these systems
are needed to maintain the plant in a safe condition. However,
III.A.l(d) of Appendix J, 10 CFR 50 requires that the
isolation valves of these systems be locally Type C tested.
It is our position that the leak rates of these valves must
be added to the CILRT results prior to determining the
acceptability of the CILRT. Discuss your intentions to
comp'y with this position.

022.35 We disagree with the proposed procedures in Section 6.2.6.1.3
(6.2) to be used when repairs must be made to satisfy the acceptance
(RSP) criteria of a containment integrated leak rate

test (CILRT). It is our position that differences in the
post-repair leakage rates of affected components shall not
be subtracted from the final integrated leakage rates. In
addition, our position has been developed to preclude the
necessity for total depressurization of the containment during
the course of CILRT involving repairs.

If, during the performance of a CILRT, leakage occurs through
testable penetrations or isolation valves to the extent that
it could interfere with sati: factory completion of the test
or result in the CILRT not meeting the acceptance criteri.a.
the leak paths may be isolated and the Type A test mntinued
until completion. Only containment penetrations wt :b are
designed to per; tit' local leak testing may be isolated during
a Type A test.

Local leak rates measured before and after each repair must
be reported, and the sum of (1) the total post-repair leak
rates plus (2) the upper 95". confidence limit of the overall
containment leak rate, must satisfy the acceptance criterion
for the CILRT. If this sum fails to satisfy the acceptance
criterion for the CILRT,tnen the CILRT shall be repeated

. _ . - - -- . - . -
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022.35 to further identify leak paths that are contributing to the

(cont'u) inability to satisfy the acceptance criterion for the CILRT.
We emphasize that the difference in the local leak rates
measured before and after repair may not be deducted from the
upper 95% confidence limit of the overall containment
leak rate in order to satisfy the acceptance criterion for the
CILRT.

Modify your proposed procedures accordingly.

- 022.36 Provide the following information concerning the penetration
(6.2) pressurization system:

1. Paragraph III.C.3(a) of Appendix J to 10 CFR Part 50
states that isolation valves in a' seal system must demon-
strate lower leakage rates than those specified in the
technical specifications or associated bases. Provide
the maximum allowable leak rates and discuss how the
individual isolation valve leak rates will be quantified.

2. Paragraph III.C.3.(b) of Appendix J to 10 CFR 50 states
that the mini: um pressure of a seal system shall be -1.1
Pa (i.e., 77 psig for the Midland Plants). Either
correct or justify your proposed minimum pressure of
73.7 psig.

022.37 Your ECCS minimum containment backpressure calculation
(6.2) ' references topical report BAW-10103. Table B-1 of this topical

report gives a delay time to initiate centainment sprays
of 35 seconds, but FSAR Table 6.2-15 states that the sprays
are initiated at 88 seconds. State the minimum time
necessary to initiate containment sprays and state the time
which was used for your ECCS backpressure calculation.
Clarify and justify ycur assumptiens in terns of availability
of offsite power, transient sensing and signal processing
pump startup, and line sweepout.

022.38 Describe and justify the analytical model which you used to
(6.2) determine the maximum containment temoerature and pressure fcr

a spectrum of postulated main ste n line breaks for various
reactor power levels. Include the follcwing in ycur
discussion:

. .. - . -.
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022.38 1. Provide a single active failure analysis which specifically
(cont'd) identifies those safety grade systems and components

relied upon to limit the mass and energy release and
containment pressure / temperature response. The single
failure analysis should include, but not necessarily be
limited to, main steam and connected systems isolation;
main fee.iwater, auxiliary feedwater, and connected systems
isolation; main feedwater, condensate, and auxiliary
feedwater pump trips; the loss of or availability of
offsite power; diesel failure when loss of offsite power
is evaluated; and partial loss of containment cooling
systems. Justify reliance on any equipment which is
nonsafety grade in whole or in part.

2. Discuss and justify your assumptions as to the time at
which active containment heat removal systems beccme
effective.

3. Dis;uss and justify the heat transfer correlation (s)
(e.g., Tagami, Uchida) used to calculate the heat
transfer from the containment atmosphere to the passive
heat sinks. Provi.de a graph of the heat transfer
coefficient versus time for the most. severe steam line '

break accident analyzed. *

4. Specify and ' justify the temperature used h the
calculation of condensing heat transfer to the passive heat
sinks; (In other words, specify whether you used the satura-
tion temperature corresponding to the partial pressure
of the vapor, or the atmospheric temperature which may
be superheated, and justify your selection).

5. Discuss and justify your analytical model, including the
thermodynamic equations, used to account for the removal
of the condensed mass from the containment atmosphere
due to condensing heat transfer to the passive heat sinks.

6. Provide a table of the peak values of containment
atmospheric temperature and pressure for the spectrum
of break areas and power levels analyzed.

.

*

- . - _ - - _, ,_ . . . _ , ,. _, - . - - , , . . . . ~ - . . - _.
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7. For the case which results in the maximum containment
atmospheric temperature, graphically show as a function
of time the containment atmospheric temperature, the
containment liner temperature, and the containment concrete
temperature.

8. For the case which results in the maximum containment
pressure, graphically show the containment pressure as
a function of time.

9. Specify and justify the design temperature of the
containment structure liner and concrete, the design
temperature of the internal concrete structures, and the
temperature used to qualify the safety-related
instrumentation located within the containment.

022.39 Your response to request 022.1, concerning the environmental
(6.2) qualification of safety related equipment is incomplete.

The response assumes that all safety related equipment can
be modeled as a carbon steel slab with a thickness of 1/4 to
1/8 inch. Justify that this model is conservative for all
safety related equipment which would experience the environ-
ment resulting from a postulated main steam line break
(MSLB).

We require the following information describing the component
thermal analyses performed as part of your' environmental
qualification program. Each component required to function
during or following the MSLB should be addressed
explicitly.

1. Provide external and sectional diagrams of each com-
ponent analyzed, showing principal dimensions, materials
of construction, and cross-sections modeled for analyses.

- 2. Provide a detailed description of each thermal model,
indicating basic assumptions and showing the model mock-up
with principal dimensions, materials, and material thermal
properties.

3. Perform the analyses using the correlation provided in
the attached CSB Interim Evaluation Model .

4. Identify the specific point on the component which was
analyzed and justify that this location is the most
critical or conservative with regard to potential
component failure.

.
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ATTACHMENT'TO REQUEST 022.39-

CSB Interim Evaluation Model
Envircnmental Qualification for Main
Steam Line Break Inside Containment
(Operating License Applicants Only)

Analyses of main steam line break (MSL3) accidents inside PWR dry-

type containments have predicted temcerature transients which exceed

the qualification temperature of seme safety related equipment. As

a result there is a concern regarding the capability of this equipment-

to survive such an event to assure safe plant shutdown. This concern

is related to Issue 25 of NUREG-0153 dated September,1976.

The NRC has identified this matter as a Category A Technical Safety

Activity and is currently pursuing a program to resolve tnis concern.

In the meantime it is required that you perform an evaluation of the

centainment environmental conditions associated with a MSL3 accident

as well as a LOCA and justify that the essential equipment needed to

mitigate these accidents have been adequately qualified.

Since the NRC generic effert en this concern is still in progress, we
.

are providing the analytical assumptions which are acceotable for the

interim period. These models and assumoticns are acceptable for the spectrum

of MSLB accicents. '

l. Containment Envircnmental Rescense

3. Heat transfer coefficient to heat sinks.

The Uchida heat transfer correlatien (data) should be used

wnile in the condensing mode. A natural convecticn heat transfer

.

G
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coefficient should be used at all other times. The application

of these correlations should be as follows:

(1) Condensing heat transfer

q/A = hu . (T - T,)g

where q/A = the surface heat flux

h = the Uchida heat transfer coefficient
u

T. = the steam saturation (dew point) temperature
=

T, = surface temperature of the heat sink

(2) Convective heat transfer

q/A = he . (T - T,)y

.

where h = convective heat transfer coefficient
e

T = the bulk vapor temperature.
y

All other parameters are the same as for the condensing

mode.

i

i

b. Heat sink condensate treatment . i

|

When the containment atmosphere is at or belcw the saturation ;

temperature, all condensate formed on the heat sinks should be j

transferred directly to the sumo. When the atmosobere is !
I

su;:erheated a maximum of 3". of the condensate may be transferred

!

l

l
1

l

- - - _ _ . . _ - .
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ATTACHMENT TO REQUEST 022.39

-3-

to the vapor region. The revaporization should be calculated
> .

as follows:

X * 9 I (h -h )M *
r v g

where M = revaporization rate
r

X = revaporization fraction (0.08)

q = surface heat transfer rate

h = enthalpy of the superheated steamy

hg = enthalphy of the liquid condensate entering,

the sump region (i.e., average enthalpy of the

heat sink condensate boundary layer)
~

c. Heat sink surface area

The surface area of the heat sinks should correspond to that

used for the containment design pressure evaluation.

d. Single active failure evaluation

Single active failures should be evaluated for those containment

safety systems and components relied upon to limit the containment

temperature / pressure response to a MSL3 accident. This evaluation
'

-- , - , . . - . _ _ . _. . , _ _ .
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ATTACHMENT TO REQUEST 022.39
4

should include, but not necessarily be limit,ed to, the loss or

availability of offsite power (whichever is worse), diesel

generator failure when loss of offsite pcwer is evaluated, and

loss of containment heat removal systems (either partial or ::tal).

e. Centainment heat removal system actuaticn

The time detemined at which active containment heat removal

systems become effective shobld include consideration of actuation

sensors and set;oints, activation delay time, and system delay

time (i.e. , time required to come into operation).
.

f. Identification of most severe environment
'

The worst case for environmental qualificaticn should be selected

censidering time duration-at elevated temperatures as well as the

maximum temperature. In particular, consider the spectrum of

break si:es analy:ed and single failures evaluated.

.

2. Safety Related Cecocnent Thermal Analysis

C:mpenent thermal analyses may be perfor ed to justify environmental

qualification test conditions less than those calculated during the -

centainment environmental res;cnse calculation. The thermal analysis

should be performed for the potential coints of component failure such

es thin cross sections and te- erature sensitive : arts where ther .a1

stressing, temperature-related degradation, steam er chemical

interaction at elevated tem;eratu-es, or c ner ther al effects c0uld

,. . . .,
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ATTACHMENT TO REQUEST 022.39 -5-

result in failtre of the compartment electrically or mechanically.

The heat transfer rate to components should be calculated as follows:
>

-

a. Condensing heat transfer rate

q/A = h * II w)-

cd s

where q/A = component surface heat flux

h = condensing heat transfer coefficientcd

= the larger of 4x Tagami Correlation or 4x

Uchida Correlation

T = saturation temperature (dew point)
3

T, = component surface temperature

b. Convective heat transfer

A convective heat transfer coefficient should be used when the

condensing heat flux is calculated to be le:s than the convective

heat flux. During the blowdown period, a forced convection heat ;

transfer correlation should be used. For example:
l

NU = C (Re)"

where Nu = Nusselt No.

Re = Reynolds No.

1C,n = encirical constants dependent on geometry |and Reynolds No. !

,

., ..,. - . . , - - - -. - n. ,. . . . , - ,- -,, , - - - . , . . - - , - ,,
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The velocity used in the evaluation of Reynolds number may be

determined as follows:

MV = 25 BD
V
CONT

where V = velocity in ft/sec

I4 = the blowdown rate in Ibm /hrB0

-V
CONT = containment volume in ft3

.. _

-

After the blowdown has ceased or reduced to a negligibly low

value, a natural convection heat transfer correlation is
ateeptable. However, use of a natural convection heat transfer

coefficient must be fully justified whenever used.

3. Evaluation of Environmental Qualification

The component peak sur' ice temperature (s) (Tc3) should be computed

using items 1 and 2 above. The esmoonent qualification temperature

(Tcq) should be determined from the actual environment test conditions.

'4here ccmponents have been " bathed" in a saturated steam or steam / air

environment for extended periods (e.g.,10 minutes), the qualification

temperature is the test chamber temperature. For ccmponents subjected ~

to test conditions substantially removed from the steam saturation !

point or for short durations (e.g. , less than 10 minutes), the !

qualification temperature must be justified by experimental thermocouple
1

readings en the ccmpenent surface or analyses wnich minimizes the heat -

flux to the ccmponent,

i

!
i

!

|

__ _ _ - _ _ _ . _ _ _
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ATTACHf1ENT TO REQUEST 022.39
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If the component surface temperature, Tcs, is less than or equal to

the component qualification temperature, Teq, the component may be

considered qualified for an MSL3 environment during the interim'

period.

If the component surface temperature is greater than the qualification

temperature, then (a) provide additional justification that the

component can operate in environments equal to or greater than that --.

which would result in the calculated peak surface temperature, or

(b) provide a requalification package for the component, or (c) provide

appropriate protection to assure that the component will not

experience a surface temcerature in excess of the qualification

temperature, Teq.

t

;
- .. . - _ _ . _ . . ..
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022.40 Your response to request 022.16, regarding local Type C
(6.2) testing of containment isolation valves, is incomolete and

unacceptable. We disagree with your assumption that
penetrations associated with the secondary system (main
steam, feedwater, auxiliary feedwater, etc.) do not provide
credible leak paths for the leakage of containment atmosphere
out of containment. Primary-to-secondary steam generator
tube leakage provides a potential leak path for containment
atmosphere out of containment following a loss of coolant
accident. Therefore, justify not performing local Type C
tests on secondary system containment isolation valves by
either:

1. Showing a water seal exists which precludes containment
atmospheric leakage as discussed in request 022.16;
or

2. Providing a calculation which conservatively predicts
the offsite dose attributed to containment atmospheric
leakage through the steam generator tubes. Identify
the dose contribution due to leakage and show that
the dose contribution in addition to the offsite accident
dose, does not exceed the exposure guidelines of
10 CFR Part 100.

.

, ~ w
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031.0 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS BRANCH

031.11 Section 1.3.2 of your FSAR does not satisfy the intent of
, (1.2.2) Revision 2 of Regulatory Guide 1.70. Your FSAR states that

"due to extensive reformating and the additional inforniation
provided in the FSAR, cross-reference of changes is not
considered appropriate and is therefore not included." We
do not agree that this infonnation should be omitted.

The purpose of this section is to identify all significant
changes from the original design which we approved during
the construction permit review. We require that your FSAR
describe all significant changes from the construction permit
design and identify the FSAR location where the revised design
is described. The description should include the basis for
the change.

This section should also provide assurance that the Midland
units have not been constructed to any safety criteria that
are less conservative than those to which you committed and
which we approved during the review for the construction
pemits.

Amend your FSAR to reflect these requirements.

031.12 Your FSAR does not provide all of the information specified
(3.11 ) ty Section 3.11 of Regulatory Guide 1.70 and our Standard

Review Plan, NUREG-75/087. Notable examples are:

1. All salety related equipment should be qualified to
perform its function under all expected environmental
conditions. These environmental conditions are not
limited to an accident environment such as that inside
of containment during a LOCA.

Some of the tests discussed in Table 3.11-4 of your
FSAR indicate that environmental qualification is not
required when there is no extreme environment such as
that produced by an accident. Qualification is required
even though the environmental envelope does not include
these extreme conditions. Clarify such areas in your
FSAR accordingly.

2. Where Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditionino (HVAC)
are relied on to control the environment of sarety
related equipment within the envelope to which such
equipment is, qualified, these HVAC systems must meet
at least one of the following requirements:

-
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(a) The HVAC must be designed and qualified to meet all
requirements of a safety related system, or,

(b) The control room should receive an alarm when the
acceptable temperature range has been exceeded. This
alarm should be provided by instrumentation which:

(b.1) is of high quality.

(b.2) is checked periodically to verify its functional
capability by plant technical specfication require-
ments, and

(b.3) is powered from a continuous power source or is
,

redundant with separate channels and power sources.

Also, the operator should have a method of obtaining a
continuous record of the temperature during the time
that the temperature range is exceeded.

Applicants are also required to report the occurrence
of the temperature exceeding the equipment qualification
range as an abnomal occurrence to the NRC. In addition,

the applicants are required to provide the results of
an analysis to demonstrate that the excess temperature
has not degraded the involved Class lE equipment below
an acceptable level for continued plant operation.

In either a or b above, we require applicants to demonstrate
the capability of the environmental control system to
prevent degradation of redundant Class IE ecuipment
beyond the point where the safety function cannot be
accomplished within the time required.

.

! We require that you address this concern in the qualifica-
| tion program for all equipment which relies on HVAC

systems for environmental control.

3. Several places'in Section 3.11 of your FSAR indicate that
~

infomation will be available later. We require this information
to complete our review.

031.13 With the concer s of request 031.12 in mind and in order to
(3.11) ensure that.your environmantal qualification program conforms

|

(~ wi .. General Design Criteria 1, 2, 4, and 23, with Sections
III and XI of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, and with the!

national standards identified in Standard Review Plan Section
3.11, Part II " Acceptance Criteria" (which includes IEEE 323),

:

!

i

~ --- , -. - , _ - . , _ _ _ , , , _. . _ . _ ,_ __ _ , . _ _ _ , . , _ , , ._
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the f5110 wing information on your qualification -
program is recuired for all Class IE equipment *

S roupI. On the Basis of One Item cer Specified G

1. Identification of Equipment including,

a. Manufacturer
b. Manufacturer's type number
c. Manufacturer's model number

2. Equipment design specification requirements, including,

a. The system function requirements
b. An environmental envelope which includes

all extreme conditions, both maximum and minimum,
expected to occur during plant shutdown, normal
operation, and abnormal operation including
any design basis event,

c. Time required to fulfill its function when
subjected to any of the extremes of the environmental
envelope specified above.

3. Test plan,

4. Test set-Gp,

5. Test ' procedures,

6. Acceptability goals and requirements,

7. Test results

8. Identification of the documents which include and
describe the above items.

J The above information shall be provided to us for at least
one item in each of the following groups of Class IE
equipment.

a) Switchgear
b) Motor control centers

. c) Valve operators (in containment)
d) Motors
e) Logic equipment
f) Cable
g)) Diesel generator Control equipment
h Sensors
i) Limit switches
_j) Heaters

1) CM t-1 ?oards
m) Inst u ent racks and panels
o) Penetrations - including desian provisions for the

overcurrent protection circujts, and
p) Splices

- .- , _ .
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II. Remainino Ecuipment

In accordance with the requirements of Appeadix B to
10 CFR Part 50, we also require a statement verifying:

1. That all remaining Class 1E equipment has been
qualified in accordance with the program described
above, and

2. That the qualification information for this equip-
ment is available for an NRC audit.

031.14 FSAR Section 7.1.2.2 discusses independence of redundant
(7.1.2.2) safety related instrumentation and control systems. We
(8.3.1.4) request the following additional information:
(3.11)

1. Identify each type of device used to isolate Class lE
circuits from non-Class lE circuits.

2. Describe the method used to qualify each type of
isolator.

3. Provide a sumary of the results of the qualification
program for each type of isolator.

4. Describe the power supplies for each type of isolator.
This description should demonstrate that Class lE power
supplies will not be degraded by the isolators and that
non-Class lE power supplies will not degrade any Class lE
circuit.

|

|

|

|
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031.15 FSAR Table 7.1-1 lists the pressurizer heat controls and the
decay heat removal isolation valve interlock as safety related

(1.1.1) instrumentation and control systems supplied by the NSSS
vendor. Your FSAR does not describe how these systems will be
environmentally qualified. Describe your associated qualifica-
tion program, including criteria used to qualify these systems
and all of their components and equipment.

031.16 FSAR Table 7.1.1 identifies other plants with similar safety
(7.1.1) related instrumentation and. control systems. This table,

however, does not identify the differences between the
Midland designs and the designs of the other plants. Nor
does it discuss differencs and their effects on safety
related systems. Provide this information in accordance with
Section 7.1.1 of Regulatory Guide 1.70.

031.17 FSAR Section 7.1.2.5 takes exception to our Branch Technical
(7.1.2) Position ICSB 4. We disagree with your exception and require

that items 1 and 4 therein be fully implemented in the Midland'

designs. Valve lock-out as provided in the response to satisfy
Branch Technical Position ICSB 18 is intended to assure
availability of the core flooding system during normal
operations. Branch Technical Position ICSB 4 is intended
to insure availability of the core flooding systems during
other times such as startup, when pressurizing the main
coolant system, and during power operations when the core
flooding system is isolated (as allowed by the technical
specifications) for short periods of time.

Modify your design to satisfy all the requirements of Branch
Technical Position ICSB 4.

031.18 Your conformance to the recommendations of Regulatory Guide
(7.1) 1.52, as discussed in Appendix 3A of the FSAR, is unacceptable.
(App 3A) Your FSAR states that compliance to the applicable IEEE

Standards is not known. It also states that the qualification
program for the electrical components will be provided when
available.

Provide a discussion of your conformance to the recommendations
of Regulatory Guide 1.52, including position C.2.h. Identify
and justify all exceptions.

031.19 Your FSAR states that compliance to Branch Technical Position
ICSB 24 will be discussed in a later amendment. We request

(7.1) that you expedite this submittal consistent with our established
.

review schedule.

,

- , . - - . . - , - . = , , ,e , -,m. . .,. ., .,n,
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031.20 In order to ensure that implementation of your separation
(7.1) criteria is acceptable, we require that the following information :

(Appendix 1. Verify that the two diesel generator synchronizing
3A) circuits are the only Class lE to non-Class lE circuits

that will be analyzed and not make use of the isolation
cabinets.

2. Identify and describe each type of device used to
isolate the Class lE circuits from the non Class lE
circuits.

3. Provide a description of the qualification program used
to demonstrate that each type of isolator will prevent
degradation of the Class lE circuits. This description
should include a summary of tne test results and the accep-
tarte criteria. (See related request 031.14 parts 1 and
2.)

4. Provide drawings to show worse case examples where
terminations of Class lE and non-Class lE circuits
are made on a common device (isolator). Identify these
drawings if presently available in the FSAR.

5. Identify and justify all terminations on devices other
than.. isolators where the. requirement for a separation
distance of six inches between Class lE and non Class lE

~

circuits is not.meti
'

6. Provide a description, including a summary of results,
of the method used to qualify the isolation relays in
the CRDCS trip breaker cabinet. This device is
discussed in item 7 of your NSSS separation criteria.

7. Provide a sketch showing the physical separation between
redundant channels which are connected to the reactor
trip switch.

8. Provide a description, including a summary of results,
of the method used to qualify the CRDCS trip breaker.
This method should include a demonstration that the breaker
contacts will open, when tripping, during and following
a seismic event.

.

,,. _ ., _,,.m.,. ,. .- - , , , , . -. --w
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031.21- Your response to Regulatory Guide 1.105 in FSAR Appendix 3A -
(7.1) states that " compliance of the NSSS safety-related instru-
(App. 3A) mentation will be provided by amendment." Expedite this

submittal consistent with our established review schedule.

031.22 The response'to request 031.9 does not satisfy our concerns.
(7.2) The reactor protection system inputs from the power range
(7.8) detectors are described in Section 7.8 of the FSAR. Thic

,

section does not, however, address any safety requirements
that these systems should meet. Since these inputs are a
vital part of the reactor protection system, we requira that
a description of this system-be provided in the FSAR and that
the criteria be specified. If this information is provided
in a revision of Section 7.8, then a reference to this.
revised section should be provided in Section 7.2.

031.23 FSAR Section 15.2.8.2.1 discusses a reverse-flow monitor
(7.3) which is used to actuate the main steam line isolation system
(15.2) (MSLIS) and the auxiliary feed water actuation system (AFWAS).

Since credit is taken for this monitor, describe it and
include drawings, and show how it satisfies all requirements
for a safety system, including environmental and seismic
qualification requirements. This monitor should be included
in FSAR Sections 7.3.3.2.6 and 7.3.3.2.7.

031.24 FSAR Section 10.3.2.2 states that closure of the main steam
(7.3) line isolation valves is accomplished by redundant spring .

assemblies requiring no additional energy assist. It also
states that two channels of actuation provide for positive
valve closure on a trip signal (MSLIS). Provide a description,
including both Egic and mechanical diagrams, to show how
each redundant signal accomplishes valve closure. Sufficient
detail is required for cur review to verify that no single'

failure will preclude valve closure when required.

031.25 The fresh air intake system for the control room is required
(7.3) to have monitors to detect and automatically initiate the
(3.11) emergency mode of operation at sufficiently low activity

12.3.3) concentrations so as to assure Criterion 19 of the General
Design Criteria is not exceeded during the course of certain
accidents. These detectors are therefore considered to be
safety grade and all requirements for a safety related system
apply, including IEEE 279-1971.

-
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031.25 Describe these detectors. Also describe your associated
(cont'd) qualification program and provide a sumary of the results

which verify that this equipment satisfies all safety
requirements.

031.26 FSAR Table 7.3-2 provides your design data for the engineered
(7.3) safety features actuation system (ESFAS). This table does

not identify the ESFAS subsystem that will be affected by
high radiation in the fuel pool area. Identify and describe
all such subsystems.

031.27 FSAR Section 7.4.1 identifies the pressurizer heater controls
(7.4.1) as a system 'equired for safe shutdown. Yet Section 7.4.1.1.6(e)

indicates ut this system does not meet all requirements
of IEEE-Standard 279-1971 and discusses your basis for not
meeting.our requirement.

Identify the worst case events which would result from failure
of this system while attempting to achieve and maintain hot
shutdown. Also demonstrate that each of these conditions
will not violate the Comission's requirements.

Identify and justify all sections of IEE-279-1971 which are
not met in the design of the pressurizer heater centrol system.
Coordinate the response of this request with the response to
request 211.35.

031.28 Criterion 19 of the General Design Criteria requires in part
(7.4) that equipment at appropriate locations outside the

control room be provided with a potential capability for
subsequent cold shutdown of the reactor through the use of
suitable procedures. The staff interprets this to mean that
the equipment is required for safety and should meet all
requirements for a safety related system. These systems should
be identified in FSAR Section 7.4 as systems required for
safe shutdown.

Modify your description in FSAR Section 7.4 to include all
,

j systems required to achieve and maintain safe shutdown of
|

the reactor. This description should include all information
; specified in Section 7.4 of Regulatory Guide 1.70, and should

identify and justify all exceptions.'

! 031.29 The discussion of Regulatory Guide 1.53 in FSAR Section 7.4.2.3
(7.4.2) states that "a failure modes and effects analysis of the control

rod drive control system (CRDCS) trip position will be per-
formed and submitted at a later date." This section also
states that the discussion of conformance to Regulatory
Guide 1.75 for the trip portion of the control rod drive

,

control system will be submitted later. Please expedite'

these submittals consistent with our established review
schedule.
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031.30 Provide the following information regarding FSAR Section
(7.5) 7.5.2.2.1:

1. By omission, this FSAR section takes exception to several
sections of IEEE-279-1971. Describe how your design of
the safety related display instrumentation satisfies-

the missing sections of IEEE-279-1971 or provide
justification for each omission.

2. Justify not including safety-related recorders in this
design as required by Branch Technical Positio' ISCB 23

3. This FSAR section includes design criteria for only the
engineered safety features actuation system (ESFAS).
Identify all other safety related display instrumentation
and describe how it satisfies Branch Technical Position
ICSB 23. Also include the information requested by
parts 1 and 2 above.

4. Justify not including control rod position indication
as safety related display instrumentation.

031.31 FSAR Section 15.4.6.3.3 takes credit for operator action to
(15.4.6) terminate the dilution flow during a chemical addition system
(7.5) malfunction. To initiate this action, the operator relies

upon a high makeup flow alarm. Describe and provide drawings
showing how this alarm satisfies all of the requirements for
a protection system or justify the design on some other basis.
Where drawings are included in the FSAR drawing package

i submitted .for our detailed drawings review, a reference to
the proper drawings should be indicated.

031.32 FSAR Section 9.3.4.3.1 states that "the make up tank has a
(7.3.4) 10 minute supply of water below the low-level alarm point
(7.5) to enable the operator to line up the BWST (open valve)

following a small break." This is described as part of the
safety related function of the makeup and purification system.

| Provide a description, with drawings, to show how this low-
| level alarm satisfies all of the requirements for a protection

system or, justify your design on some other basis. Where
drawings are included in the FSAR drawing package submitted
for our dt: tailed drawings review, a reference to the proper
drawings t;hould be indicated.

t

|

l
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031.33 With regard to our requests 031.31 and 031.32, identify
(15) all other alarms in the Midland designs which are relied upon
(7.5) to inform the operator when to take any necessary manual

safety actions. Describe how each of these alarms satisfies
all of the requirements of a protection system, or justify
each design on some other basis.

031.34 Your decay heat removal system does not satisfy our
(5.4) requirements:
(7.6)

1. As shown on Figure 5.4-10,, a single failure of motor-
operated valves 045 or 046 or their power supplies
(corresponding to valves 046 and 048 on Figure 5.4-11
for Unit 2) can cause the complete loss of the DHR
system. This does not satisfy Criterion 34 of the General
Design Criteria.

2. FSAR Section 7.6.1.2 discusses the decay heat removal
isolation valve interlock. We find this design unacceptable
since it does not satisfy our requirements for indepen-
dence ordiversity for these interlocks. We require
that interlocks satisfy item B2 of Branch Technical
Position ICSB 3. Also, the design must assure that
failure of a single power supply will not preclude isolation
between the OHP. system and the reactor coolant system
when required.

Accordingly, provide a modified design which satisfies both
Criterion 34 and Branch Technical Position ICSB 3 or justify
this design on some other basis.

031.35 Following a steam line break upstream of a main steam isolation
(7.7) valve (MSIV), the single failure of the other MSIV to close

l could cause the second steam generator to blow down. To preclude this
incident, credit is generally implied for all downstream valves
and associated control systems to limit blow down of the second steam

. ,_
generator in an acceptable manner. This approach has been found
to be acceptable to the staff as expressed in Issue No. ' of
NUREG-0138. - - - . . .

The design of Midland 1 and 2 presents an additional aspet.c
; which must be considered in the steam line break accident:

In addition to the turbine generator pathway, steam is also
supplied, to the Dow Chemical Company process steam evaporators.
Valves intended for isolation and routing of steam to this
external system are controlled by the process steam transfer
sp tem (PSTS). Following a potential steamline break accident,
the PSTS is relied upon to control steam flow such that both
steam generators do not blow down.

.

- - , -
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031.35 Since this system is relied upon to mitigate the consequences
(cont'd) of a steam line break accident, then it should satisfy require-

ments for a . safety related system or our position in
NUREG 0138:

1. Describe how the PSTS satisfies the requirements of IEEE
Std 279-1971 or

2. Provide justification on some other bases that failure

of the process steam transfer system will not preclude
plant cooldown following any postulated steam line break
accident.

a. Identify all steam pathways downstream of the
MSIVs and all control systems which would be expacted
to isolate such pathwyas following a MSLB.

D. Identify any such pathway not automatic ally isolated
by control systems following a MSLB, specify the
diameter and destino. tion of each (i.e., its
significance and reasons for remaining unisolated),
and verify that this subsequent steam release
has been included in your safety analyses. Identify
any credit you have assumed for manual operator
action in this regard.

031.36 FSAR Section 9.5.2 states that a two-way radio system is
(9.5.2) installed to supplement the public address system and the sound-

powered phone system. Describe the procedures and results of
the tests used to demonstrate that this equipment will not
degrade operation of safety related instrumentation, through
radio frequency interference (RFI).

031.37 FSAR Section 7.7.2.2 states that "no accident analyzed in
(7.7.2.2) Chapter 15 requires proper functioning of th,. integrated

control system (ICS). Chapter 15 also addresses various
abnormalities that could result from failures of the ICS.
In all cases, the reactor protection system (RPS) provides
the necessary plant protection."

This statement does not support the conclusion that all
abnormalities, resulting from all possible failure modes of
the ICS, will be kept "ithin acceptable limits by the RPS.
Provide the summary or an analysis which identifies all possible
failure modes of the ICS, which would not cause an abnormal
condition outside of acceptable limits.

,

,
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040.0 Pcwer Systems Branch

040.77 Your response to our request 040.19 is unacceptable relative to
(8.0) Regulatog Guide 1.63. It is our position that Regulato g Guide
(3A) 1.63, Revision 1 is applicable to Midland Plant Units 1 5 2.
(RSP) Identify and justify each exception taken to the recor:nendations

of revision 1 of this guide.

040.78 It is not clear from the referenced drawings provided in your
(3.3) response to request 040.25 how centrol power is locked out to

active and passive valves in your design. Provide a modified
response that includes a description of:

1. How pcwer lockout is accomplished for active and passive valves,

2. How pcwer can be re-instated from the control room if repositioning
of active valves is required later, and

3. How redundant valve position indication meets the single failure
criterion.

040.79 Your nonconformance to our positions regarding offsite power systems
(8.2) in request 040.14 is unacceptable. It is our position that the

(RSP) design changes required by our positions must be implemented in
you design. Provide a mcdified response and supple m nt the
descripti;n of your design in the FSAR to shcw how it meets our
positions.

040.80 Your response to request 010.26 is not satisfactoy. The Decay
(5.4) Heat Removal (DHR) system is required to cceply with the requirements
(8.3) of criterien 34 of the General Design Criteria. It is our position

(RSP) that the Im system shculd be capable of perfoming the nemal
shutdcun cooling functicn even with the system experiencing a
single active failure of a fluid conpenent or any single active or
passive failrre of an electrical system. To demonstrate that your
design satisfies this criterien, provide an analysis assuming failure
of DD-1110 (2.\0-1110) vahe to open. In addition provide a sketch
that shcws hcw pcwer is supplied to valves DO-1110, DD-1111 and
DD-1112 in Figure 5.4.11 of the FSAR.

040.31 Ycur response to request 040.28 is incomplete. We require that
(8.3) the circuit breaker protecticn system trip set points and breaker
(RSP) co-ordination between primay and backup prctection shall have the

capability for test and calibration. Provisiens for test under
si.mulated fault conditions should be provided. For designs where
protection is provided by a cccbination of a breaker anc a fuse or
two fuses in series, provisiens shall be provided for testing
fuses. Revise your FSAR to include this info mation.
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040.82 Your exceptions taken to positions C.2.a(3), C.2.a(7), C.2.c(2)
(8.3) and C.2.e(3) of Regulatory Guide 1.108 in your response to request
(3A) 031.3 are unacceptable. We require full conformance to all the
(RSP) provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.108. Revise Appendix 3A of the

FSAR to include our requirements.

040.83 With regards to IEEE Standard 336-1971, " Installation, Inspection
(8.1) and Testing Requirements for Instrumentation and Electrical Equipment

During the constmction of Nuclear Power Generating Stations," it is
not clear from the discussions presented in Section 8.1 of the
FSAR whether the requirements of this standard have been or will
be met for the installation, inspection and testing of electrica?
equipment. Provide a discussion defining the degree of confomance
to the requirements of this standard.

040.84 Your present design does not include any provisions for the
(8.2) disconnection of the reactor coolant pumps frem the electric

system in the event of an underfrequency condition. We are
concerned with underfrequency transient (s) that would affect
reactor coolant (RC) pump speed, i.e., the assumed RC pump
coastdown flow rate. Our concern is further described by
Issue No. 9 of NUREG-0138.

Since the RC pump motors remain connected to the power system,
identify the frequency decay rates that would result in a braking
acticn on the pumps, resulting in flow rates below that required
to maintian the DNBR above the 1.3 limit. Translate these frequency
decay rates into a plot of RC flow versus time and compare this
with the flow provided by nomal pump coastdown. Discuss the
method by which this was accomplished. Provide this information
for the worst-case core life condition. Identify possible initial
grid operating conditions that could be expected and that would
allow significant frequency decay rate or other undesirable influences
that could adversely affect the design basis reactor coolant coastdown
flow rate.

040.83 Section 8.3.1.1.2 of the FSAR states the, "If preferred power is
(8.3) available to a 4.16 kV Class 1E bus following a LOCA, the loads

are sequentially started." Provide your basis and justification
for sequencing safety loads when preferred power is available during
the accident.

Provide a comparison on s bus by bus basis for all emergency
buses of the voltage and motor starting transients associated
with sequences versus instantaneous loading for the condition of
grid voltage at the low end of its nomal range and maximum
plant auxiliary load.

Provide a description of what would be required to remove this
non-standard design feature from your design and the associated
safety implications, if any.
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040.86 Table 8.3-11 of the FSAR indicatec diesel generator ventilation
(S. 3) fan control switch in pull-to-lock positicn and Icw lube oil

temperature or ici: jacket water temperature conditions render
the diesel generators inoperable for emergency start. Provide
your basis and justification for these conditions to render a
diesel generater inoperable for emer; enc.y start.

040.87 With regard to the Class 1E d-c power system, address the following:
(8.3)

1. Does the battery charger have sufficient capacity to cperate
all non-accident shutdcwn loads assuming the batte:y is not
available?

2. Is the stability of the battery charger output load dependent?

3. Is there any annunciator to alam whenever the charger gets
into a current limiting conditien?

040.88 Section 6.3.2.2.2 of the FSAR describes an additicnal makeup pump
(6.3, that is to be an installed spare between the two saferv trains. We
8.3) require that the spare make-up pump provided in your desip and all

associated signals, pcwer cabling and control devices that may ,

interface with portions of either safety divisien must be treated
as a third safety division for separation purposes. Provide the
details of your design that safisfy this requirement.

040.39 It appears that your design of Auxiliary Feed Water (AFW) System
(10.4, is susceptible to single failure if the AFW isolation valve 1FV3875A
S . 3) or 3 to the unit affected steam generator inadvertently close,

resulting in loss of all AFW ficw for the affected unit folicwing
a main steam or feedwater line break inside containment. Provide
a sketch that shcws hcw power to these valves is supplied and
demonstrate that no single electrical failure in the valve centrol
circuit will result in inadvertent closure of isolation valve
1FV3875A or B (Unit 1) or 2FV3975A or B (Unit 2).

040.90 It is our pcsition that the Auxiliary Feed Water System should be
(10.4, capable of cperating even if all alternating current pcwer (other
S . 3) than static inverter) is unavailable. Accordingly, provide

infomation which clearly indicates and verifies conformance to
this positicn. Identify the DC source that is associated with the
steam turbine portion of the Auxilia:y Feed Water System.

040.91 Your present criteria for colcr coding cable and raceways (for
(3. 3) distinguishing pu: poses) for each separatien group up to (but
(FSP) not including) the terminal equipment, is unacceptable. Ne

require that reminal equipment be included in ycur color ceding
scheme,to provide a visual means of separation group identificaticn.
Provide your criteria for identifying Class 1E teminating equipment.
Include in your respense a color coding scheme for panels 'ahere
cables frem redundant divisiens terminate.

. . . .
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040.92 Provide your criteria for separating Class 1E cables and raceways
(8.3) from non-seismic field routing piping.

040.93 Your description of separation group 'E' is inadequate. Identify
(8.3) all Class IE " swing" loads (Class 1E loads that can be manually

connected either to load group I or load group II, but not
simultaneously) and demonstrate that (1) the independence of both
standby power sources will not be compromised and, (2) at least

j one interlock is provided in its circuitty to preclude an operator
error from paralleling their standby power sources.

;
,

040.9A State the degree of conformity of the design of the emergency diesel
,

(9. 5. 4) generator (including the following subsystems: fuel oil storage and
(9. 5. 5) transfer, engine cooling water, enginc starting, erdne lubrir ation,
(9. 5.6) and combustion air intake and exhaust) to the following regulatory

1 (9. 5. 7) guides: 1.26, 1.29, 1.68, 1.102, 1.117, and 1.137.
(9.5.8)

.

040.95 In response to request v40.7, you reference Figure 9.5-31, " Emergency
(9. 5. 4) Diesel Engine Fuel Oil Piping Schematic." This figures shows that
(RSP) there are two duplex strainers on the engine and one duplex strainer

en the auxiliary module. The strainers on the engine are shown
with pressure differential switches that provide indication when
there is a high differential pressure across the strainers.
However, the duplex strainer on the auxiliary module does not show!

a means for measuring the pressure differential across the strainer.
We require that a differential pressure indicator be provided for
the duplex strainer in the auxiliary module. Revise your design
accordingly.

040.96 In reference to Figure 9.5-25, " Emergency Diesel Generator Fuel
(9.5.4) Oil Storage and Transfer, Units 1 and 2":
(RSP)

1. Provide explanations for the notes shown on the drawings.

2. A strainer is shown in the 1b" line between the storage
i tank and the day tank. Indicate if the strainer has a means for

measuring the differential pressure across the strainer. We
require a means of measuring the differential pressure across
the strainer.

040.97 Your response to request 040.35 indicates that the emergency
(9. 5. 4) diesel fuel oil storage and transfer system meets the requirements
(RSP) of ANSI N-195-1976 with the following exceptions:

1. The storage tank fill line is not provided with a strainer
or a shutoff valve. The fill connection is, however, provided
with a weatherproof ' cover which may be locked closed.

2. The fuel oil transfer pump is a submersible type which necessitates
that the fuel oil strainer be alternatively located on the sucticn

-,- - - . - . - - - . . - - - - -. .. . . - , - - . - , .
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of the fuel oil booster pumps rather than the suction of the
transfer pumps.

In regard to Item 1, we require that a shut-off valve be provided
in the fill line of each storage tank. Also we recommend that a
strainer should be provided for each fill line. Revise your design
accordingly.

In regard to Item 2, from Figure 9.5-25, "Emergencv Diesel Generator
Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer, Units 1 and 2," the location of the
fuel oil booster pump is not clear. Provide this location together
with the location of the strainer ahead of the booster pump on
Figure 9.5-25.

040.98 Your response to request 040.45 regarding the nearness and names
(9. 5. 4) for supplying additional fuel oil in a timely manner when needed,

is not sufficiently complete. Provide additional infomation on
the sources, distance and means of transportation of diesel fuel
to the nuclear plant site.

040.99 In response to request 040.6, you indicate that the location of the
(9. 5.4) buried underground emergency diesel fuel oil storage tanks is shewn

on Figure 1.2-1. For clarification, provide a detailed description
and drawing (plan, elevation and sections) of the buried emergency
diesel fuel oil storage tanks and the associated piping to and from
the day tanks.

040.100 Your response to request 040.52 provided revisions to Figure 9.5-27
(9.5.6) to include the seismic design boundaries of the different portions

of the diesel generators starting system. However, it appears
that the "S-1" symbol on the upper compressor in Figure 9.5-27
is pointing in the wrong direction since it is in the reverse
direction of the "S-1" symbol shown for the lower compressor.
Either correct the direction of the "S-1" symbol or explain the
reversed directions.

040.101 In reference to Figure 9.5-23, " Emergency Diesel Generator
(9 . 5. ~) Lubrication System," provide the following infonnation:

1. Note 8 has the sydc1 "LS" for a low level alara switch.
However this symbol is not shown on the figure. Provide
the locatien of the icw level alana switch.

2. Note 10 is the a pressure switch for 1cw lube oil pressure.
However the sydol is not given and the location is not shewn
en the figure. Provide this info mation.

3. Along the lines on Figure 9.5-28 are numbers from 2 to 12.
Explain what these nuders represent.

.
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040.102 Your response to request 040.58 relative to exposure of the diesel
(9.5. 8) generator intake and exhaust system frem atmospheric conditions -

(ice, freezing rain, or snew) referred to revised subsection 9.5.8.2.1
in the FSAR. This section stated that "any snow or rain entering
the exhaust stock would fall vertically dcwn the stack into the
silencer --- the snow would melt and drain through the exhaust -

silencer drain." This answer applies when there is heat frem the
cperating diesel generator. Indicate how the diesel generator
exhaust would be prevented from clogging up frcm free:ing rain and
snow when the diesel is not cperating.

040.103 Your respense to request 040.61 is not complete. Ycu did not show
(10.2) that a single valve failure cannot preclude the turbine overspeed

trip from functioning. Discuss the effect of one of the valves
not closing upon a signal frem the overspeed protection system.

040.104 Your response to request 0J0.71, relative to hydrogen production
(10.4.1) in the seccndary side water, indicates that subsection 10.4.1.2.2

has been revised. However, no changes were made. Provide ycur
revision as stated.

.

t

|

|
|

|
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110.0 MECHANICAL ENGu<EERING BRANCH-

110.46 During our meeting of May 23, 1978, on asymmetric LOCA loads, you
(3.9.3) requested that the staff identify the infomation which will be
(6.2) needed for all system components and structures in a composite manner

consistent with our requests for operating plants. The following is
in response to that request.

Previous analyses for other nuclear plants have shown that certain
reactor system components and *. heir supports may be subjected to
previously underestimated asymmetric loads under the conditions that
result from the postulation of ruptures of the reactor coolant piping
at various locations. It is therefore necessary to reassess the
capability of these reactor system components to assure that the
calculated dynamic asymmetric loads resulting from these postulated
pipe ruptures will be within the bounds necessary to provide high
assurance that the reactor can be brought safely to a cold shutdown
condition. The reactor system components and structures that require
reassessment include:

a. Reactor pressure vessel
b. Fuel assemblies, including grid structures
c. Control rod drives
d. ECCS piping that is attached to the primary coolant piping
e. Primary coolant piping
f. Reactor vessel, steam generator, pressurizer, and pump supports
g. Reactor internals
h. Biological shield wall and neutron shield tank (where applicable)
1. Steam generator, pressurizer, and pump compartment walls

_

110.46.1 The following information should be included in the FSAR about the
effects of postulated asymmetric LOCA loads on the above mentioned
reactor system components and the various cavity structures.

l. Provide arrangement drawings of the reactor vessel the steam
generator, pressurizer, and pump support systems and the various
cavity structures in sufficient detail to show the geometry ofc

j all principal elements -and materials of construction.

. 2. Consider all postulated breaks in the rector coolant piping
! system, including the following locations:

a. Reactor vessel hot and cold leg nozzle to piping terminal
ends.

b. Pump suction and discharge nozzles to piping teminal ends.

Steam generator inlet and outlet nozzles tu piping terminalc.
ends.

-

1 Postulated steam line breaks may control the design of certain steam generator
supports and, therefore, must also be considered in support design.

|

.
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* d. Pressurizer inlet nozzle to pipin3 terminal end..

Provide an assessment of the effects of asymetric pressure
differentials 2 on the structures, systems, and components listed
above in combination with all external loadings including safe
shutdown earthquake loads and other faulted condition loads for
the postulated breaks described above. This assessment may
utilize the following mechanistic effects as applicable:

a. limited displacement break areas
b. fluid-structure interaction
c. actual time-dependent forcing function
d. reactor support stiffness
e. break opening times

3. If the results of the assessment in item 2 above indicate loads
leading to inelastic action in these systems or displacement
exceeding previous design limits, provide an evaluation of the
following:

a. Inelastic behavior (including strain hardening) of the
material used in the system design and the effect on the
load transmitted to the backup structures to which these
systems are attached.

b. For structures, provide the maximum predicted and the
allowable ductility ratios when considering the effects of
localized impact and impulsive loads.

4. For all analyses performed, include the method of analysis, the
_

structural and nydraulic computer codes employed, drawings of
the models employed, and comparisons of the calculated to
allowable stresses and strains or deflections with a basis for
the allowable values.

5. For the various cavity structures, describe the extent to which
the design meets the structural design criteria identified in
Section 3.8.3 of your Safety Analysis Report.

6. Demonstrate that active components will perform their safety
function when subjected to the combined loads resulting from the
loss-of-coolant accident and the safe shutdown earthquake.

7. For the combination of dynamic responses within the reactor coolant
pressure boundary and its supports, which result from the coin-
cidence of an SSE and LOCA, the square root of the sum of the
squares (SRSS) technique is acceptable contingent upon performance
of an elastic dynamic analysis to meet the appropriate ASME
Code, Section III, service limits. In all other cases, dynamic

| responses shall be combined by absolute sumation unless justifica-
tion acceptable to the staff is provided for any other method of
combination. -

2 dicwoown , Jet forces at the location of the rupture (reaction forces), transient
differential pressures in the annular region between the component and the wall,
and transient differential pressures across the core barrel within the reactor vessel.

|
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l'10.46.2 In order that we may evaluate your methods employed to compute
the asymmetrical pressure differences across the care support
barrel during subcooled portion of the blowdown analysis, the
following information is requested:

1. A complete description of the hydraulic code (s) used including
the development of the equations being solved, the assumptions
and simplifications used to solve the equations, the limitations
resulting from these assumptions and simplifications and the
numerical methods used to solve the final set of equations.
Provide comparisons with experimental data, covering a wide
range of scales, to demonstrate the applicability of the code
and of the modeling procedures to the subcooled blowdown portion
of the transient. In addition, discuss application of the code
to the multi-dimensional aspects of the reactor geometry.

If an approved vendor code is used to obtain the asymmetric
pressure difference across the core supprot barrel, state the
name and version of the code used and the date of the NRC
acceptance of the code.

2. If the assessment of the asymmetric pressure difference across
the core support barrel it made without the use of a hydraulic
blowdown code, present the methodology used to evaluate the
asymmetric loads and provide justification that this assessment
provides a conservative estimate of the effects of the postulated
LOCA.

110.46.3 A compartment multi-mode, space-time pressure response analysis is
necessary to detennine the external forces and mcments on components. ---

Analyses should be performed to determine the pressure transient
resulting from postulated hot leg and cold leg reactor coolant system
pipe ruptures within the reactor cavity and any pipe penetrations.
If applicable, similar analyses should be performed for steam generator,
pressurizer, and reactor coolant pump compartments that may be subject
to pressurization and where significant component support loads may
result. The proposed method of evaluation and principal assumptions

| to be used in the analysis should be provided for review in advance
| of the final load assessment.

The following type of information is to be provided in the FSAR.
Although this request was primarily developed for reactor cavity analyses,
it should be applied to other component subcompartments by general
application.

1. Provide a descripton of the computer program used to calculate the
mass and energy release from the postulated pipe breaks. Provide
the nodalization scheme for the system model, and specify the
assumed initial operating conditions of the system. Discuss the
conservatism of the blowdown medel with respect to the pressure

|
I

!
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response of the subcompartment. If the computer code
being used has not been previously reviewed by the staff, provide '

a comparison of the blowdown to that predicted by a previously
accepted code as justification of its acceptability.,

,

2. Provide the assumed initial operating conditions of the plant.

3. Provide and justify the pipe break type, area, and location for
each analysis.

4. For each compartment, provide a table of blowdown mass flow rate
and energy release rate as a function of time for the break
which results in the maximum structural load and for the break
which was used for the component supports evalution. This mass
and energy release data should be provided in tabular fom, with
time in seconds, mass release rate in Ibm /sec, enthalpy of mass

'
,

released in Btu /lbm, and energy release rate in Stu/sec. A
minimum of 20 data points should be given from time zero to the
time of peak pressure. The mass and energy release data should
be given for at least the first three seconds.

6. Provide a schematic drawing showing the compartment nodalization
i for the determination of maximum structural loads, and for the
; component supports evaluation. Provide sufficiently detailed

plan and section drawings fnr several views, including principal
dimensions, showing the arrangement of the compartment structure,
major components, piping, and other major obstructions and vent
areas to pemit verification of the subcompartment nodalization
and vent locations.,

_

6. Provide a tabulation of the nodal net-free volumes and
interconnecting flow path areas. For each flow path, provide an
L/A (ft-1) ratio, where L is the average distance the fluid
flows in that flow path and A is the effective cross sectional
area. Provide and justify values of vent loss coefficients and/or
frictica factors used to calculate flow between nodal volumes.,

When a loss coefficient consists of more than one component,
identify each component, its value and the flow area at which
the loss coefficient applies.

7. Describe the nodalization sensitivity study performed to detemine
the minimum number of volume nodes required to conservatively

! predict the maximum pressure load acting on the compartment
j structure. The nodalization sensitivity study should include

consideration of spatial pressure variation, e.g., pressureI

variation circumferential1y, axially and radially within the
compartment. The nodal model development studies should show that
a spatially convergent differential pressure distribution has
been obtained for the selected evaluation model.

Describe and justify the nodalization sensitivity study performed
for the major component supports evaluated, if different from the
structural analysis model, where transient forces and cements

;

*
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acting on the components are of concern. Where component loads
are of primary interest, show the effect of noding variations on
the transient forces and moments. Use this information to
justify the nadal model selected for use in the component supports
evaluation.

If your design is such that the pressurization of subvolumes
located in regions away from the break location is significant,
show that the selection of parameters which affect the calculations
have been conservatively evaluated. Particular attention should
be given to pressurization of the volume beneath the reactor vessel.
In this case, a model which predicts the highest pressurization
below the vessel should be selected for the evaluation.

NOTE: It has been our experience that for the reactor cavit
three regions should be considered (i.e., nadalized) y
when developing a total model. These are:

(1) The volume around or in the vicinity of the break
location out to a radius approximated by the
adjacent nozzles, and including portions of the
penetration volume for some plants;

(2) The volume or region covering the upper reactor
cavity, primarily the RPV nozzles other than the
break nozzle; and

(3) The region encompassing the lower reactor cavity
and other portions of the reactor cavity not included -

in items (1) and (2) above.

8. Discuss the manner in which movable obstructions to vent flow
(such as insulation, ducting, plugs, and seals) were treated.
Provide analytical and experimental justification that vent
areas will not be partially or completely plugged by displaced
objects. Discuss how insulation for piping and components was
considered in determining volumes and vent areas.

9. Graphically show the pressure (psia) and differential pressure
(psi) response as functions of time for a representative number
of nodes to indicate the spatial pressure response. Discuss the
basis for establishing the differential pressure on structures
and components.

10. For the compartment structural design pressure evaluation, provide
the peak calculated differential pressure and time of peak pressure
for each node. Discuss whether the design differential pressure
is uniformly applied to the compartment structure or whether it is
spatially varied. If the design differential pressure varies
depending upon the proximity of the p ue break location, discuss
how the vent areas and flow coefficients were determined to assure
that regions removed from the break location are conservatively
designed, particularly for the reactor cavity as discussed above.

.
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11. Provida the peak and transient loading on the major components
used to establish the ad::quacy of the support design. This-.

should include the load forcing functions (e.g.:

Fx(c), f (t), f (C)y z

and transient moments (e.g.:

M (t), My(t), Mz(t)x

as resolved about a specific, identified coordinate system. The
centerline of the break nozzle is recommended as the X coordinate
and the center line of the vessel as the I axis. Provide the
projected area used to calculate these loads and identify the
location of the area projections on plan andsection drawings in
the selected coordinate syst2m. This information should be
presented in such a manner that confirmatory evaluations of
the loads and moments can be made.

-110.47 Recent reactor operating experience suggests that the suction and dis-
(3.9.2.1) charge piping of positive displacement pumps may experience un-

aceptable vibration and high cycle fatigue. Question 110.36 described
the systems which we require to be tested for abnormal transient
or steady-state vibration. Therefore, for the systems listed in 110.36:

(1) Provide a commitment to monitor vibration in the suction
and discharge piping of any postive displacement pumps during
the preoperational test program.

'

(2) Describe and provide justification for the acceptance. -

criteria against which the observed or measured values will
be compared.

(3) Discuss the methods you will use to eliminate unacceptable
vibration in this piping if found during the test program.

|
Pylsation dampeners and stabilizers are possible solutions.

110.48 You have referenced topical report % f l008, Rev.1, Part 1, for the
(3.9.5) design of the core support struct tw and other reactor internals. This
(RSP) topical report describes the r@ ds 'or calculating loads on the reactor

internals resulting form boty Op ; 1 SSE. The report also describes
the stress and deformation a W y h g rformed and provides a comparison
of the calculated and allowabia valtes. The staff approved this topical

|
report in August 1972.

BAW-10008 describes an analog technique for calculating the LOCA induced
differential pressures acting on the core barrel and other reactor
internals. Recently, Babcock and Wilcox submitted teical report BAW-
10132 which describes newly developed analytical techng2es for

l calculating LOCA related loads. The loads calculated by the methods
; of BAW-10132 may be larger than the loads calculated by the analog
! technique used in the BAW-10008 stress analysis.

!
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BAW-10008 included in the loads the vibratory motion of the.

reactor vessel due to LOCA thrust forces. However the analysis
did not consider the motion of the reactor vessel due to the
asymmetric cavity pressurization effects of a pipe break at the
reactor vessel nozzle.

Provide a commitment to perfom a reanalysis of the Midland reactor
internals and core support structures. This analysis shall include
all the loading conditions of BAW-10008 with the addition of reactor
vessel motion caused by asymetric cavity pressure differentials.
The thermal-hydraulic analyses shall be in accordance with the
staff approved version of BAW-10132. The staff evaluation of this
topical is expected durign October, 1978. The resultant calculated
stresses and deformations shall be compared against the allowable
values in BAW-10008 or against the allowables of Article NG-3000 of
the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Provide a schedule for
completion of this reanalysis. The results of the analysis must
be reviewed and accepted by NRC prior to OL issuance.

110.49 In question 110.26 we provided a description of the staff's Seismic
(3.10) Qualification Review Team (SQRT). We also requested seismic
(3.8.2.2) qualification information for selected Class lE electrical equipment.

In 110.44 we requested a schedule for your submittal of the remaining
. qualification summaries missing from FSAR Tables 3.9-1 and 3.9-17.

During its review, SQRT will emphasize the mechanical and electrical
equipment required for achieving safe cold shutdcwn assuming the
following scenario:

___(i) safe shutdown earthquake, with coincident
(ii) loss of offsite power, and
(iii) assumption of any single active failure.

SQRT will bgin its review after your submittal of all requested info-
mation, including the electrical equipment seismic qualification forms
(110.26), the mechanical equipment qualification summaries (110.44), and
the active pump and valve appurtenance qualification summaries (110.39).

| After an initial review of this information, SQRT may recuest additional
information on selected comconents. Finally, a site visit will be
necessary to inspect and otherwise evaluate selected ccaponents.

| 1. So that SQRT may optimize its efforts, denote in FSAR Table 3.9-1
| those mechanical ccmponents required for safe cold shutdown assuming
| the scenario above.
i

2. Verify that the electrical seismic qualification forms will include
all NSSS electrical equipment required for safe cold shutdown
assuming the scenario above.

110.50 Sechtel's Interim Report #6 to MCAR # 22, dated August 29, 1978, states
(3.9) that the containment spray piping anchors will be evaluated against

Appendix F of Section III of the ASME Code for waterharmer loads. This

,

I
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. . implies that the piping itself might be stressed above Service Limit
B for the waterhammer loads. We have asked you in 110.28 and
110.41 for information related to the functional capability of
essential Class 2 and 3 piping. Describe how your design
assures that the containment spray piping can deliver rated
flow when subjected to waterhammer loads.

110.51 Appendix XVII-2461.1 of the ASME Code Section III requires that
(3.9.3) bolt loads in bolted connections under tension for linear comp-

onent supports include prying effects due to the flexibility of
the connection.*

1. Provide confinnation that the loads in bolted connections for
linear component supports were determined by considering the
deformation of the connection, including component-to-component
connections and component-to-plant structure connections such
as base plates and anchor bolt connections. This information
should include representative diagrams of the connections,
the analytical techniques and models used, and the maximum
' stresses in the bolts and the connections under-static, cyclic,
and impulsive type loading.

2. If the connection was assumed to be rigid, provide complete
analytical or experimental justification for this assumption.

110.52 Several OTSG tube failures have occurred at Oconee Units 1 and 2
(5.4.2) and other B&W operating plants. A suspected contributing factor

to these failures is the flow induced vibrations caused by frequent
testing of the turbine stop valves. Describe the mechanical --

modifications in the steam generator, main steam line and associated
piping, and/or other measures which are being proposed to preclude
the occurrence of similar problems in the Midland 0TSG's.

.

,

*Similar requirements for structural joints are also stated in the
AISC Manual of Steel Construction, 1970 Edition, for plants in
which support design predates Subsection NF of Section III of the
ASME Code.


